If AT is a finite purely inseparable extension of a field k, then the symmetric multiderivations of K (symmetric maps f. Kx---XK{n times) -» K which are derivations as functions of each single variable) form a ring under the symmetrized cup product. This ring contains an element T(K/k) called the fundamental form of K over k, which is defined up to multiplication by a nonzero element of K and has the property that if B is any intermediate field between K and k, then T(K/B) divides T(K/k).
To every finite purely inseparable extension AT of a field k of characteristic p > 0, there is assoicated in a natural way a "fundamental form", T(K/k), which is a certain symmetric cochain, expressible as a sum of cup products of derivations, of K with coefficients in itself. This form is an element of a commutative ¿-algebra with divided powers (in which, therefore, the ordinary pth power of every element vanishes). The purpose of this paper is to prove the foregoing (announced in [5] ) together with the following "Main Theorem" originally conjectured by Shatz: If B is an intermediate field, then
T(K/B) divides T(K/k).
Our goal, toward which this paper hopefully is a first step, is to develop a Galois theory for inseparable extensions K/k which, instead of finding directly all intermediate fields (of which there are generally infinitely many), first finds the algebraic families of these fields, and then examines these families by means of the algebraic deformation theory. It is easy to see that the intermediate fields of any finite extension K/k form an algebraic set (cf. Richardson [12] ) which has, then, only finitely many components. Since separable extensions are rigid (cf.
[2]), each component in the separable case is reduced to a single element, giving another proof (using powerful tools) of the finiteness of the number of intermediate fields in a finite separable extension. Any effective Galois theory for inseparable extensions will probably have to preserve some analog of this finiteness.
In a finite purely inseparable extension K/k we conjecture that the algebraic set of intermediate fields of a given dimension actually has but a single component which, however, has additional structure (including the marking of certain cycles) induced by the pth power map of K into itself. Some examples at the end of the paper show that this structure is reflected in the fundamental form, T(K/k), and perhaps could even be determined from it, if we knew how. Unfortunately, all we can show so far is that the structure of the fundamental form is linked to that of the family of intermediate fields by the Main Theorem.
This paper is relatively self-contained and uses no tools from the deformation theory, but it does draw heavily on ideas of Nakai [8] and Nakai, Kosaki, and Ishibashi [9] who first obtained, by other methods, certain basic results; in particular, parts (i) and (iii) of Theorem 2.1, and part (i) of Theorem 4.5. We acknowledge our indebtedness and refer the reader to those papers both for an approach which may be essential in more general contexts and for a particular inseparable Galois theory which is of interest in itself. The method used here derives from the unpublished thesis of Keith [7] . In §4 we briefly recapitulate, for completeness, certain basic work of Pickert [10] and Rásala [11] on the structure of inseparable extensions which seems not to be as well known as it should be.
1. The Nakai operator and higher order derivations. Let A be a commutative algebra over a ring Ac and C" = C"(A,A) be the module of n-cochains of A with coefficients in itself, i.e., of multilinear maps (over Ac) /: A X • • • X A (n times) -> A. We define the Nakai operator A("': C" -> C+1 by considering such an / as a function of the first variable alone and applying the Hochschild coboundary operator 8. That is, Af(ax,...,an+X) = axf(a2,...,an+x) -f(axa2,a3,.. ,,an+x)
cocycle as a function of its first two variables, we have, writing a, for (a4,...,a"+x), axf(a2,a3,a¡) -f(axa2,a3,a,)
+f(ax,a2a3,aj) -a3f(ax,a2,aj) = 0.
From this we may solve for f(axa2,a3,a¡). Substituting in (1.1) then gives A/(a,,a2,a3,a¡) = a2f(ax,a3,a,) -f(ax,a2a3,a,) +a3f(ax,a2,a¡), which is clearly symmetric in a2 and a3. The cocycle condition is evident since A is the cohomology operator considered as a function of one variable. D When A is unital we denote by Y0" the submodule of Y" consisting of all / which vanish when any variable is set equal to 1; we also write (EndkA)Q for Yq. It is then trivial that àY0" C YQ"+X. One can check (but we do not need) that for odd n, the restriction of A to Y" coincides with the Hochschild coboundary 8, but not for even n, and generally A2 ¥= 0. An element f E Yx = EndkA with A"/ = 0 will be called an n-derivation or high order derivation; the least n such that A"/ = 0 is the order of/, denoted y(f). Since A"/(l, 1,..., 1) =/(l) it follows that A"/= 0 implies / G (EndkA)Q whenever/I is unital. Denoting the set of «-derivations by W we have ^ C <3)'2 C • • •. The union of these submodules of (EndkA)Q will be denoted by <$'. Setting tf)'0 = {0}, and letting ty0 consist of multiples of the identity morphism, id^, we set <%" = <$'" + ^D0 for all n > 0 and set <$ = U<5)'. Every/ G <$" can be written in the form/ = /' +/(1) • id^ with/' G 6D'n (and hence f'(\) -0), and we extend y to all of <$ by setting y(f) = y(/').
We adopt the following notation: If ax,..., an E A and / = {/,,..., /m} is a subset of {1,... ,m), then ¿z, denotes (a¡,.. .,a¡m), \a¡\ denotes the product a¡ a¡2 • • -a¡m (or 1, if / is empty), and #/ denotes the cardinality of /, namely m. The complement of / is denoted ci. One readily proves Theorem 1.2. /// G Endfc/1 then
where 2' denotes the sum over all nonempty subset I of{\,..., n + 1}. □ Nakai [8] defines an «-derivation to be one such that the right side of (1.2) vanishes. The theorem shows that this is equivalent to our definition. Note that if y(f) = y then trivially A(AY-1/) = AY/ = 0, but this says that AY-1/is a derivation as a function of each single variable; we say that AY-1/ is a "symmetric multiderivation". Nakai [8] and Nakai, Kosaki and Ishibashi [9] have shown that iff E <%'' and g E ^'j then the composite fg E <%"+J. Hence fiD' and also <$ are rings with ascending filtrations. This is a special consequence of our "Leibniz rule" of the next section.
Here is one of the most important sources of high order derivations: An "approximate automorphism" of order n of a Ac-algebra A (which for the moment need not be commutative) is a formal polynomial $, = id^ +/<p, + t2cp2 + •'• + /"<p" with <p;-E EndkA, all /, and Suppose that A is a commutative Ac-algebra and that there exists an n such that <^n = <>Ù"+X = • • • = <$. We then say that A has bounded order and will denote the least such « by y(A/k) or y(A), calling it the order of A (over Ac). In that case, the .¿-module Ay-lßD' will be called the module of forms of A. If by good fortune it is a free module of rank 1 then any generator will be called "the" fundamental form of A denoted T(A/k), or T(A), and we shall say of A that it has such a form. This will be the case for every finite purely inseparable extension of a field Ac. Note that if A has bounded order y, then A has a fundamental form if and only if eûy(A)/6ùy~x(A) is a free /l-module of rank 1. For T(A), if it exists, is always of the form AY~'/for some/ E End^^l with y(f) = y(A). If Ac is a field than we can choose any such/. where J runs over all m element subsets of (1,... ,m + «}. This multiplication is associative. Now let a, -(ax,... ,am+n_x), and set f®g(aI) = 2f(g(acJ),aJ)
where / runs over all m -1 element subsets of{l,...,m + n-1}. If A is commutative, which we now assume, then f * g = g * /. If /, g G C1 = End^^, then/©g = fg, the usual composite. Proof. By induction on «. For « = 1 we must show that Kfg)(ax,a2) -(A/©g)(a,, a2) + (f®Ag)(ax,a2) -(f*g)(ax, a2).
The left side is axf(g(a2)) ~f(g(axa2)) + a2f(g(ax)).
Using the commutativity and introducing terms that cancel we can rewrite this so:
The third bracketed expression (when read backwards) is A/(g(¿»,),¿>2), the first (similarly reversed) is A/(g(a2),a]), and the second is/ (Ag(¿7i,a2) ). Now Af(g(ax),a2) + àf(g(a2),ax) = (A/©g)(a,,¿72) and /(Ag (ax,a2)) is identical with (/©Ag)(¿7,,¿72). Finally, the fourth bracketed expression is just (/* g)(ax,a2), so the asserted formula holds for n = 1.
Suppose now that it holds for some « > 1. To prove it for n + 1, we apply A to the right side of equation (L") and show that, after a rewriting analogous to that in the case n = 1, the terms that appear are precisely those that appear on the right side of equation (Ln+1). To this end, suppose that tp is a symmetric /-cochain and \¡i a symmetric w-cochain. We separate A(<p©i|>)(a,,... ,al+m) into a sum of two sets of terms, those where either ax,a2, or axa2 appear as variables inside \p, and those where they do not. In the sums that follow, / denotes an (/-l)-element subset of {3,...,/} and £ is its complement in {3,...,/} while / denotes an /-element subset and J' is its complement. Then we have
The first sum equals, as one can readily check (cf. the case for n = 1),
The second sum is simply (2.2) 2 A<p(t(aj),ax,a2,aj,).
Now let <p = A'/, ^ = Ayg where i +j = n. The first two terms in (2.1) together with (2.2) are then all terms of (A,+1/©A-'g)(ii,,...,an+1) except those where ax and a2 both appear as variables inside AJg. Looking at the third term of (2.1), which consists of all terms of (Nf®Aj+xg)(ax,...,an+2) in which both ax and a2 appear as variables in A-/+1g, shows that the missing terms of (A'+1/ © tJg)(ax,..., an+2) will come from the corresponding expression in A(A'+xf®Aj~xg)(ax,... ,an+2). The negative terms in (2.1) are the negatives of all terms in (A'/* kJg)(ax,... ,an+x) in which ax and a2 do not appear simultaneously as variables of A'/ or as variables of A'g. But now observe that A(A'/* A7g)(a,,. ..,an+2) consists precisely of those terms of (A'+1/* hJg)(ax,...,an+2) in which a, and a2 both appear as variables in A'+1/together with those terms of A'/ * Aj+Xg in which a, and a2 both appear as variables in Ay+1g. The missing terms of A'/* tJg therefore appear in the expansion of A(A'-1/ * A-'g + A'/ * A7_1g). This verifies that every term on the right of (L"+1) appear precisely once in (a suitably rewritten form of) A applied to the right side of (L"), completing the induction. D Corollary. ///, g E <$' andy(f) = m, y(g) = n, then
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Proof. Assertion (i) and the first equality in (ii) are evident from Leibniz' rule. The second equality in (ii) follows from the commutativity of the operation *, which in turn implies (iii). D Assertion (i) shows in particular that if A is a commutative algebra over a ring k, then <%"" ■ 6v'n C <Vm+" and hence also 6Dm • <$" C ^m+n. Thus both 6D' and ^ are rings with natural ascending nitrations. Assertion (ii) shows that the associated graded ring to this filtration is commutative. It also shows that if we make <% into a ring using the Lie or commutator multiplication then it is natural to reduce the degree by 1 letting the derivations have degree 0, and so forth. With this we again have a ring with increasing filtration in which the subring of elements of (reduced) degree 0 is just the usual Lie ring of derivations of A. It follows, using (3.2) and (3.3), that
Multiplying (3.4) by 1 ® b and combining with this shows that -2An-xf'j(ax,...,an)®gj(b) = 0.
As this is so for all b, and as the gj are assumed to be linearly independent, it follows that An~xf'j(ax,...,an) = 0 for all y and all ax,..., an E A, so A"~xf'j = 0. Thus/,,... ,fn E q)n~x(A) C <$04), as asserted, and similarly for Now let AT be a finite purely inseparable extension of a field k of characteristic p > 0. The exponent, denoted e(a), of an element a E K is the least integer e such that er E Ac; the maximum of all e(a) is called the exponent of K. (Rásala calls this the "height" of K.) A Pickert generating sequence ax, ..., ar of K over Ac is a /»-basis which has been so ordered that for every i = 1, ..., r the exponent of a¡ over K¡_x = Ac (a,,..., a(_, ) is identical with the exponent of K over K¡_x. Denoting this exponent by e¡, one has ex > e2 > • • • > er > 0. We shall call these the Pickert exponents of K (over Ac). They in fact depend only on K and not on the choice of p-basis, as we see next. First, setting q¡ = pe', we claim that (4.1) af'Ek(aq',...,aqLx), i=\,...,r.
The proof is by induction on the number of generators, r, of K over k. Since this is less than r if we view K as an extension of Ac (a,) we may assume that af E Ac (a, ,af\... ,aqix). Let í be the highest power of p such that af E k(ax,al',.. .,aqLx) which field we denote by L. Since the degree of L over L' = k(axps,0%,... ,afi,) is not more than p, and in fact is precisely p since af E £' it therefore follows that L'(af) = £, so a{ E L'(af) = k(axps, af',..., afL\, af) -L". If 5 < q¡ then ps < q¡, so every generator of £" has exponent over Ac not greater than qx/qr This is not true of ax, for any 5 < q¡, a contradiction. Therefore j > q¡, proving (4.1). Now write af as a polynomial f¡(af,... ,aqLx) with coefficents in Ac, let g¡ be the polynomial obtained from /by replacing its coefficients by their q¡th roots and let Ac be the field generated over Ac by all these roots. Then Ac ®k K is generated over Ac by the elements x¡ = a¡ -g¡(ax, ...,a¡_x) with the property that xf = 0, so Ac ®k K is a homomorphic image of the truncated polynomial algebra A = k[xx,..., xr\/{xx ,... ,xrr).
Since they have the same dimensions as Ac-algebras they are isomorphic. This shows, in view of what we already know that not only do the Pickert exponents of £ depend only on K but that there is a field Ac such that Ac ®k K is of the form A = k[xx,... ,xr)/(xf\ ... ,xp''), where the e¡ are the Pickert exponents. One says that Ac "splits" K over Ac and in fact there is a smallest such splitting field which it is not hard to show is the Ac just constructed. Note that A is just the tensor product over Ac of the algebras k[x¡]/(xq'), so the ring of high order derivations of A will be known, by Theorem 3.3 once we have computed that of an algebra of the form £ = k[x]/(xq) where Ac has characteristic p and o is a power of p, say q = pe. It will be useful and no harder to consider the slightly more general case where B = k[x]/(xq -a) with a E Ac. If a has no pth root in Ac then this is a simple purely inseparable extension of Ac of exponent e.
The results that follow are largely due to Keith [7] . An inseparable extension K D k which is a tensor product of simple extensions is called modular. The necessary and sufficient condition for this is that K have "enough" approximate autormorphisms, i.e., that for every ß E K with ß G k there is an approximate automorphism $ with <E>/? ¥= ß (Sweedler [13] , cf. also [4] ).
Observe that we have (x + if = xq + tq, so it follows that
has an approximate automorphism $, of order q -1 uniquely defined by setting $,x = x + t. Write To apply the foregoing to a finite purely inseparable extension £ of Ac we need only observe that if A is an algebra over a field Ac and Ac an extension of Ac, and if we view Ac ®k A as a Ac-algebra, then <$"(£ ®k A) = Ac ®k ^¡"(A) for all n. It follows in particular that A has bounded degree if and only if Ac ® A does and if either has a fundamental form, then so does the other. Taking for Ac a splitting field of K we have Theorem 4.3. Let K be a finite purely inseparable extension of a field k of characteristic p > 0 with Pickert exponents ex,..., en and set q¡ = pe',i = 1, ..., n. Then (i)®(K)isallofEndkK.
(ii) dimK6i)m(K) is equal to the number of sequences (mx,...,mr) with 0 < m¡ < q¡ -1» i ™ 1, ..., r, and mx + • • • + mr < m.
(iii) K has bounded degree equal to 2/=i (q¡ -0 = (2 ?,) -r.
(iv) K has a fundamental form. D Assertion (i) of the foregoing is due to Nakai, Kosaki and Ishibashi [9] ; our proof essentially follows Keith [7] . (ii) implies as before that dimJC6Dm/öi)m_I == dimJt6Dm -dimÄ6Dm~ is equal to the number of sequences (mx,..., mr) with 0 < m¡ < q¡ -1 with mx + • • • + mr = m. That is, it is the coefficient of tm in £(/) = II (1 -/*')/0 -t), and from this the q¡ and hence the Pickert exponents ex,...,er can be recovered. Moreover, dimJÏ6Dm = 1 +dim^6D"" = 1 + dim^ker Am, so in particular one can recover the e¡ from a knowledge of dim^ker Am for every m. (It is the case that except where r = 1, T(K) actually is a coboundary.) 5. The Main Theorem. The symmetric multiderivations of a commutative Acalgebra A form, under the »-multiplication, a commutative ring S = &(A/k). If/* g = A in S, then we say that/divides A and write/| A even though in general S has many nilpotent elements and factorization is not unique. When A D B D k then a symmetric multiderivation of A over £ is a fortiori one over Ac so $(A/B) C S(y4/Ac) and it is meaningful to speak of an element of the former ring dividing an element of the latter. In this section we prove the Main Theorem that if K D B D Ac are finite purely inseparable field extensions, then T(K/B)\T(K/k), but first we examine briefly the structure of S(K/k).
More generally suppose that A is a commutative unital ring of prime characteristic p > 0 over a ring Ac. We say that xx, ..., xr E A form a p-basis for A and in particular that A has a p-basis, if A is a free module over Ac^ with basis consisting of the pr monomials x"1 • • • x"r, 0 < «,,..., nr < p -1. In this case every multiderivation of A over Ac is a sum of cup products of ordinary derivations. If/ G %(A/k), then we write/*"1 for/ * • • • */(wi times). It is easy to see that in characteristic p, one has/*^ = 0 for every/. If ^4 has ap-basis, then this is trivial from (5.1). In that case, if Dx, ..., Dn is a basis for the module of derivations, then $(A/k) is generated over A by the elements D>pJ\ i -1, ••',r, all/> 0, amongst which there are no relations other than those following from the fact that they commute and that each has vanishing pth*-power. There is, however, a natural "divided pth power" endomorphism S sending D>pJ' to D}p + ' for every / and/. For the rest of this section, unless otherwise noted, we assume that we have a finite purely inseparable field K D k and that B denotes an intermediate field. Proof, (i) Set ß = AN~xh(£, (q times), ax,...,a.) where theaiare arbitrary and q + v = N. In the expansion of ß, |a/|£'£(£?"'|¿zc/|) will appear (q¡) times, always with the same sign, and therefore it does not appear at all unless i -0 or i = ¿/. The unique terms for / = 0 and i = q appear with opposite signs unless p = 2 in which case sign is unimportant. Therefore in computing ß the ¿7-tuple (£,...,£) can effectively be replaced by iq = c, as asserted. 
The only intermediate fields of interest are those B of degree p over Ac and we now examine the relationship between these and factors of T(K/k). Every such B is the "fixed field", i.e., kernel of a derivation D of K over Ac; D is of the form a, Dx + a2Dy for some ax, a2 E K and is determined up to multiplication by an element of K*, the multiplicative group of K. One has T(K/B) = D(p~x\ If, say, a, ^ 0, then since DyD{/~x) = 0 we have (axDx + a2DyÍp-X) D(/~x) = a^ Dxp~x) D^x) = ap-xT(K/k) exhibiting explicitly that T(K/B) |r(£/Ac). Since these forms are defined only up to multiplication by an element of K* it is convenient to view a, Dx + a2D also as only so defined, and therefore as being determined by the point (ax,a2) of the projective line PX(K) over K. Thus to every intermediate field B of degree p over k there is assigned a unique point of this line. On the other hand, the fixed field of a derivation D = axDx + a2 D may be reduced to k, and is larger than k if and only if Dp (the pth composite of D with itself) = bD for some b E K. If ax ¥= 0, then replacing D by ax~x D we have Dx = 1 whence Dpx = 0 so b = 0. Setting ax~xa2 = a, the condition that Dx + a/J> have fixed field larger than k is easily seen to be a set of algebraic conditions on the coefficients of a when the latter is expressed in terms of a linear basis of K over k. With this one can verify that the intermediate fields B of degree p are parametrized by the points of a projective variety V contained in P (K), which may also be viewed as a k-variety. Thus, while there is a natural assignment of the family of intermediate fields B to a family of factors (axDx + a2D) of T(K/k), the members of these families are not in natural correspondence. (Here distinct fields correspond to distinct factors, but the next example will show that that need not be the case.) As a special case of the general conjecture in the introduction, we conjecture that V is irreducible.
As our second example let K again have two generators, x and y, but now suppose that x has exponent 2 over k and y exponent 1. Since K = k(x) ®* k(y) one immediately has that T(K/k) = Dxpl~x) D^p~x\ Let us consider as before intermediate fields B of degree p over k; such a B is of the form k(z) with zp G k. If B ¥= k(xp) then K is generated over B by x which still has exponent two relative to B, so T(K/B) = Dxp2~x). Thus, to all such B correspond the same factor of T(K/k). On the other hand, if B = k(xp), then K = k(x) ®B k(y) and T(K/B) = Dxp~x)D^p~x); since Dxp~x)D{/~p) -Z>i'M), one again sees explicitly that T(K/B) \T(K/k).
Observe in this case that every one of our intermediate fields B is contained in k(xp,y) = k(xp) ®* k(y), a field like that of the first example. There one had but a single family of factors of the fundamental form corresponding to the family of intermediate fields, and the latter fields were, in some loose sense, indistinguishable within the structure of the larger field. Here the intermediate fields B of degree p are of two readily distinguishable kinds-those over which K has exponent 2 (which are again, in a loose sense, indistinguishable)-to all of which corresponds the same factor of T(K/k), and the unique B = k(xp) over which K has exponent 1-to which corresponds a different factor of T(K/k).
One can see, incidentally, from the factorization of T(K/k) in this second example, that k(xp) cannot be a tensor factor of K over k. For were it such then Dxp ~p' would have to be the form of the complementary factor, but this cannot be the fundamental form of anything. Since this expression is defined over K it must be identical with T(K/k). Setting a = 0 would bring us back to the preceding example, as would adjoining the pth root of a. There is a unique intermediate field of degree p, namely B = AcOc') = Ac(_y') and T(K/B) = Dxp~x) D^.
The results of this paper are only partial, leaving open important questions. For example, when is a factor V of T(K/k) equal to T(K/B) for some intermediate field £? There are some easily proven necessary conditions: Any factor of T must annihilate V and any element of the ring S whose pth divided power divides F must itself divide T'. The first example shows that this is not sufficient but suggests that any F with these properties must be a member of a family of factors of T(K/k) corresponding to some family of intermediate fields £. Another open question is to determine when a factorization T(K/k) = T'Y" corresponds to a factorization of K into a tensor product of two intermediate fields. A necessary condition is that F and T" each satisfy the preceding conditions and moreover have no common factors. It is tempting to conjecture that this also is sufficient.
